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Abstract

This project focuses on radial basis functions (RBFs) and their ap-
plication in edge detection in both one-dimensional and two-dimensional
images. The proposed edge detection is based on the detection of
Gibb’s phenomenon in approximation of RBFs. The role of Multi-
quadric (MQ) RBF in approximating one-dimensional images and its
extension in detecting edges in two-dimensional images has also been
practiced. Multi-quadric,Inverse multi-quadric, and Gaussian radial
basis functions are all tested in approximating one-dimensional images
for different shape parameters.

1 Introduction

Both my partners and I had little knowledge in mathematical researches such
as reading codes and programming when we first came into CSUMS class this
semester. The first tast we were assigned was to get familiar with MATLAB.
Professor Gottlieb then assigned us the project of Radial Basis Functions in
Edge Detection.

The problem we are addressing this semester is to play with the codes
TwoD Example1 and Get Edge provided by Professor Gottlieb, and under-
stand how the codes work for edge detection. It is always excited when you
first make a progress. We fixed those errors in the code with Multi-quadric
RBF and run it. At first, we simply adjusted the value of epsilon (shape
parameter) in the code and got different images for each epsilon. Since then,
we have started creating new lines in the code for Inverse multi-quadric and
Gaussian RBFs and compared the new edge maps we got with Multi-quadric
one.

In order to better understand RBFs and their role in approximation, we
started looking at the role of the shape parameter - epsilon and the concept
of interpolation. Professor Kim provided us the code Example for RBF
approximation with different number of coefficients. This code really gave
me a good idea of how RBFs works for approximation.

2 Radial Basis Function

Radial basis functions are functions which use the distances between desig-
nated points on a given interval and the shape parameter epsilon as variables.
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Radial basis functions are represented by phi, incorporates the distance be-
tween center-points i and j. The shape parameter epsilon can vary depending
on j.

The followings are the three different RBFs we use for edge detection.
Multi-quadric RBF :

φj =
√

(xi − xj)2 + ε2j

Inverse MQ RBF:

φj =
1√

(xj − xi)2 + ε2j

Gaussian RBF:
φj = e(−ε

2
j∗(xj−xi)

2)

3 Matrix calculation for MQ RBF

The sum of MQ RBF is using the distance between xi and j (from 1 to N),
multiply lambda coefficients, gives us the value of given function f(xi).

s(xi) =
∑N
j=1 λjφj(||xi − xj||, εj) = f(xi)

The sum can be extended to a matrix calculation form for figuring out missing
λ coeffients. It is an N × N φ matrix times a λ vector of unknown coefficients
result in the value of the function at selected center-points.

M × λ = f

In order to find the λ coefficients, we need to do an inverse matrix calculation
as shows below:
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λ = M−1 × f

4 Interpolation

By using the λ coefficients we got from previous process, we can interpolate
or approximate a greater number of center-points, for example from 1 to
Ny. When interpolate, we use the points in between the previous range of
center-points multiply the same λ coefficients, it gives the value of a greater
number of center-points for the given function. It is an Ny × N φ matrix as
shown:

My × λ = f

5 Gibb’s phenomenon

There are different types of functions, they can be either smooth or have
jumps in the graph. Considering the interpolation method which RBF ap-
proximation uses to estimate given functions, errors such as Gibb’s phe-
nomenon occurs around jumps.

The following is an example of a smooth function f = cos x (x from - π to
π), approximated by the MQ RBF for 100 center-points with 10 coefficients:
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As the image shows, we can easily see the approximate line follows the shape
of the original function.

Here is an example of a function with jump (discontinuity). f =

x

|x|
as the function, is approximated by the same technique for 100 center-points
with 10 coefficients:
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As we can see, near the vertical jump line, there are red oscillations. That
is the place where Gibb’s phenomenon occurs.

The following shows the MQ RBF approximation with different numbers
of coefficients:

For the given function, as the number of coefficients gets bigger, the approx-
imation line gets more accurate.

6 Multi-quadric RBF in 2-D Edge Detection

Our assigned project in 2-D image edge detection using MQ RBF uses the
same technique as approximation. By reading the codes, we realize that the
MQ RBF edge detection approximates in 1-D first from both the x-direction
and y-direction. Later combine the two 1-D edge maps together to form the
2-D edge map.

initial image
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1-D from x-direction 1-D from y-direction

2-D image

7 Changing Epsilons

Ultilizing the TwoD Example1 code, we changed the value of the shape pa-
rameter epsilon and found the epsilon for the most accurate edge map for
each of the three RBFs.
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Multi-quadric RBF epsilon=0.1

Inverse MQ RBF epsilon=0.69
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Gaussian RBF epsilon=3

As we can see, getting the most accurate edge map for different RBFs, the
value of epsilon is different.

8 CSUMS

This was my first semester in CSUMS and it was a great experience for me.
I learned a lot of things such MATLAB, codes, and programming during
this semester and met lots of great people. CSUMS changed my mind about
mathematics and gives me knowledgement about researches in this field. I
started my new journey in math. Presentation forces me to show and explain
the work I have done in front of so many people, my tongue gets twisted when
I get nervous. But it is a good experience for me and it helps me improve
my language skills. The group assignment is also enjoyable, I get to talk to
different people and learn new ideas from them. Also, Professor Kim helped
me a lot for understanding the project. I would like to thank her because I
could not get involved in this class and had such a great experience if she
did not encourage me to join CSUMS.

Positives:
1. Presentation is a great way to share progress with other people.
2. Discussion also helps acquire knowledge.
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Negatives:
1. Having trouble doing the project with the lack of knowledge of program-
ming and coding.
2. Cannot make a good time arrangement when there are many people in
the group.
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